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Abstract
Background and objective
Breast density, defined as the proportion of fibroglandular tissue over the entire
breast has been linked with a higher risk of developing breast cancer, in fact
it has been suggested that women with a mammographic breast density higher
than 75 percent have a four-to six-fold higher risk of developing breast cancer
than women with little or no dense tissue. Therefore, automatic methods of
measuring breast density could potentially aid clinicians to provide more precise
breast cancer risk estimates.This paper proposes a novel method of segmenting
breast density, which extracts objects with the same density using fusion of
super pixels and a watershed based technique, this idea is based on the principle
that both super pixel and watershed often results in over segmentation, for the
later algorithm, over segmentation may be due to contours which have been
suppressed according to similarity of contrast and topological measures, we took
advantage of super pixel to consolidate space information and efficiently process
the intensity non-homogeneity problem, afterward, re-introduced this contour
with watershed transform to get a better segmentation.
Method
We used the simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) to explore the semantic
meaning of mammographic images by locally grouping the pixels together as
super pixels, the super pixel are threshold and then we compute the Euclidean
distance for every binary pixels to the nearby zero pixels, then, we applied
watershed algorithm and uniquely labeled every pixel to extract objects with
the same classification.
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Results
We compared the proposed approach using all 322 images obtained from mini
MIAS database and found that the segmentation accuracy is much higher based
on the number of objects extracted on the mammogram and lucidity in mapping
out the tissues distribution. The experiment shows that the new method has
an accuracy and robustness compared to moments based approach.
Conclusion
The results show good segmentation accuracy, however, we note that the pec-
toral muscle is often misclassified as nodular or homogeneous tissue, which in-
dicates that eliminating the pectoral muscles from the mammogram is an im-
portant factor in density estimation so that breast analysis can be confined to
the breast region alone
Keywords: Watershed, Super pixel, Mammograms, Segmentation.
1. Introduction
Breast density is one of the strongest autonomous predictors of breast cancer
risk [1], the denser the breast the higher the risk of developing breast cancer
[2]. In fact it has been shown that women with a mammographic breast density
higher than 75 percent have a four- to six-fold higher risk of developing breast
cancer than women with little or no dense tissue [4]. Therefore, automatic meth-
ods of measuring breast density could potentially help clinicians to provide more
accurate breast cancer risk estimates. This paper proposes a novel method of
segmenting breast density, which extracts objects with the same density using
fusion of super pixels and a watershed based technique. While so many ap-
proaches for mammography density segmentation exits [3], few have used super
pixels towards mammography image segmentation. Although it is difficult to
establish what constitute a good super pixels algorithm; adherence to image
boundary, speed, and efficient usage of memory are some of the desirable prop-
erty of a good super pixels algorithm. One of the anticipated characteristics of
super pixels is over segmentation which allows most important boundaries in
the image to be found. Pei et al. [5] proposed a snake based model which is
optimized by super pixels to segment the pectoral muscle. They use super pixel
segmentation to pre-segment the original image into homogeneous regions with
precise boundaries and then define the initial contour of the snake model from
the super pixel edges and optimize it by using super pixel classification results.
They were able to segment pectoral muscles of different sizes, shapes and in-
tensities. Ji et al. [6] used a multistage segmentation method based on super
pixels and fuzzy clustering (MSFCM) to segment MRI brain images, and their
approach segment the image by merging the super pixels with the same classi-
fication label together. Massich et al. [7] proposed an energy based strategy to
segment breast ultrasound (BUS) images based on discrete optimizations using
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super pixels and a set of novel features analogous to the elements encoded by the
US BI-RADS lexicon, they map the image into a discreet set of elements and
then formulate the segmentation in a metric labeling problem. Subsequently
they re-map the labeling and obtain the final segmentation. Mahapatra et al.
[8] proposed an automated method for segmenting cardiac right ventricles (RV)
from magnetic resonance (MR) images, first the image was over segmented us-
ing super pixels, then each pixel was analyzed for the presence of the RV region
using a random classifier. Any super pixels that was found to contain the RV
became part of the region of interest (ROI) and this approach employed the use
of semantic knowledge and context information. Prabha et al. [9] proposed a
lazy random walk (LRW) approach to identify similar regions in an image and
group these together based on the intensity of the image pixels.
2. Material and methods
All 322 images obtained from the mini MIAS database [17] are used as experi-
mental data. The spatial resolution of each image is fixed to 1024 × 1024 pixels.
The database contain 208 and 114 normal and abnormal images. Among the
abnormal cases, 63 are benign and 51 malign, image segmentation based on
the fusion of super pixels and the watershed transform is proposed taken into
account the fact that both super pixel and watershed often results in over seg-
mentation, for the later algorithm over segmentation may be due to contours
which have been suppressed according to similarity of contrast and topologi-
cal measures, and we intend to take advantages of super pixel to consolidate
space information and efficiently process the intensity in homogeneity problem,
afterward, re-introduce this contour with the watershed transform to get an
improved segmentation. This method can be divided to four stages, which are
detailed in subsequent subsections and an overview is shown in Fig 1.
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Figure 1: Shows the block diagram for the propose Algorithm.
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2.1 Pre-processing Technique
We pre-process the mammograms to remove labels and identify the breast area,
what we did is to exploit the geometry of our image by detecting the edges
in our image then find the contours. If the contour has four sides (since most
mammography label and some artefacts are rectangular in shape) we suppress
it using a bitwise operation. We also improve the visual appearance of the im-
age using histogram equalization [16]. Here we suppress radiopaque artefacts
and improve the image contrast by stretching out the intensity with histogram
equalization, the steps are outline below.
Load the image I
Detects the edges
Find Contours in I
if (contour has 4 points)
return contour is rectangle
end if
for contour in Contours:
if (contour is rectangle)
initialize a mask and apply a bitwise operation to remove the contour
end if
end for
Finally apply histogram equalization to improve visualization.
2.2 Rough segmentation
The primary aim of this step is to explore the semantic meaning of the images
by locally grouping the pixels together as super pixel, and use this as a pre-
processing step for the watershed segmentation algorithm.
Given the distance measure between a pixel i and the super pixel cluster
center Ck (see sec 4.for details) as D, we can combine the intensity distance and
spatial distance in to a single measure which is imperative to normalize color
proximity and spatial proximity by their respective maximum distances within
a cluster Ns and Nc, we can write D′ as .
dc =
√
(Lj − li)2 + (aj − ai)2 + (bj − bi)2 (1)
ds =
√
(Xj − xi)2 + (Yj − yi)2 (2)
D′ =
√
(
dc
NC
)2 + (
ds
NS
)2 (3)
Given a sampling interval NS =
√
N
K , (where S is the grid interval of super-
pixels center define in algorithm 1, N is the total number of pixels in the image
and K is a user-define pixel value) therefore, the maximum spatial distance
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expected within a given cluster should correspond to this sampling interval,
determining the maximum color distance Nc is not so straightforward, as color
distances can vary significantly from cluster to cluster and image to image. We
can avoid this by fixing Nc to a constant m so that (3) becomes
D′ =
√
(
dc
m
)2 + (
ds
NS
)2 (4)
Taken the square of both sides in (4) and multiplying both sides by m2.
D′(m)2 =
√
(dc)2 + (
ds
NS
)2m2 (5)
letting D′m = D, and taking the square root of both sides simplifies to the
distance measure we use in practice.
D =
√
(dc)2 + (
ds
NS
)2m2 (6)
we can adapt (6) for a greyscale image by setting dc =
√
(Lj − Li)2 then we
have
D =
√
(Lj − Li)2 + ( ds
NS
)2m2 (7)
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2.3 Improved segmentation
The aim of the watershed transform is to search for regions of high intensity
gradients (watersheds) that divide neighboring local minima (basins) [13]. Prior
to applying this algorithm we first filtered the image using a gaussian filter
(size = 5, 5, σ = 0) to aid the thresholding step. We then compute the Euclidian
distance and apply the watershed transform, in order to improve the final results
we used markers which were generated from the initially threshold.
The detection and extraction of objects in the image using a marker based
watershed transform uses the following steps:
Compute the Euclidean distance for every binarised pixel to the nearest
zero pixel.
Find peaks in this distance map.
Perform a connected component analysis on the local peaks and obtain
markers.
Compute the watershed transform of the markers
2.4 Label and extract object
In order to obtain the final results, it is essential to label the pixels. Every pixel
value has a unique label value. Pixels with the same label value belong to the
same object where each label corresponds to a unique object in the image. From
there, all we need to do is loop over each of the labels individually and extract
each object.
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3 Experimental Results
To verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, all 322 images obtained from the
mini MIAS database [17] are used as experimental data. Figure 2 (a) shows the
original image (mdb265lm) (b) after pre-processing, (c) rough segmentation of
the image into super-pixels, (d)final image output after improved segmentation,
the color code indicate differences in the tissue distribution while circles placed
on them gives us the idea on how tissues are distributed around the image.
Figure 7: shows different mammography image of all the four BIRADS cate-
gories after applying the proposed approach, the first column shows the original
images,the second column show the pre-process image, the third column after
rough segmentation, fourth column shows the image after applying the proposed
method, fifth column indicate the BIRADS class while the last column shows
the average tissues composition.
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(a) Original image (mdb265lm) (b) After pre-processing)
(c) After rough segmentation
(d) Final image after segmentation
Figure 2: shows mdb265lm indicating various steps in the segmentation pro-
cess. (a) showing the original image, (b) showing the image after pre-processing,
(c) after segmenting the image in to super-pixels, (d) final image output after
improved segmentation, color coding shows the homogeneous region (red) the
nodular (yellow), linear (green) and radiolucent (blue). The color coding indi-
cate differences in the tissue distribution while circles placed on them gives us
an idea on how tissues are distributed around the image
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3.1 Comparison of results with moments based method
We compared the proposed approach using the same set of images.The experi-
ment shows that the new method has an accuracy and robustness compared to
moments based approach [18]. Figure 3: (left) (middle) and (right) shows the
original image (mdb105ll) and the results of segmented mammographic image
using both the geometric moments algorithm [18] and the proposed approach re-
spectively, note the misclassification between nodular or homogenous tissue and
radiolucent tissue in (middle). Also figure 4: (left) (middle) and (right) shows
the original image (mdb184rl) and the results of segmented mammographic im-
age using both the geometric moments algorithm and the proposed approach
respectively, also note the misclassification between nodular and homogenous
tissue in (middle).
Figure 3: Shows the original mamographic image mdb105ll (left) and the seg-
mentation produced using the geometric moments algorithm [18](middle) and
the proposed approach (right), circles are removed for the sake of clarity in com-
parison. The tissue specific areas in the middle image (i.e geometric moments
method) are: nodular (red), linear (green), homogeneous (blue) and radiolucent
(yellow). The color coding for the proposed approach (right) is the same as used
in Fig. 2. Note the misclassification between nodular or homogenous tissue and
radiolucent tissue in the geometric moments (middle) method.
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Figure 4: Shows the original mamographic image mdb184rl (left) and the seg-
mentation produced using the geometric moments algorithm [18](middle) and
the proposed approach (right), circles are removed for the sake of clarity in com-
parison. The tissue specific areas in the middle image (i.e geometric moments
method) are: nodular (red), linear (green), homogeneous (blue) and radiolucent
(yellow). The color coding for the proposed approach (right) is the same as used
in Fig. 2. Note the misclassification between nodular and homogenous tissue in
the geometric moments (middle) method.
4. Theory
Super pixels are increasingly becoming popular in the field of computer vision
since Ren and Malik [10] coined the term “Super pixels” in the their 2003 pa-
per, super pixels are group of pixels that are closely related to each other, the
relationship may be due to color similarity or spatial proximity, the main goal of
this algorithm is to bundle pixels together to form atomic regions with meaning-
ful interpretation. Most super pixels algorithm results [8] in over segmentation,
which allow the most important boundary of the image to be extracted. This
might be seen as a disadvantage because many insignificant boundaries are gen-
erated in the process. However the trade off to this disadvantage is the fact
that no boundaries are missed. Super pixel are widely covered in the literature
and are broadly categorized in either graph based or gradient-ascent method.
Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [11] proposed a method that clustered pixels as
nodes in a graph, this approach adheres well to image boundaries but produces
irregular shapes. Levinshtein et al. [12] used level set geometric flow to dilate
a set of seed location. Simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) is a gradient-
ascent method that adapted the k-means approach; it used color similarity of
pixels and spatial information within images to generate compact and uniform
super pixels. SLIC is very efficient and showed good adherence to image bound-
aries. In this paper, Achanta et al. [14] simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC)
approach is used as a pre-segmentation technique and the detailed algorithm is
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shown in algorithm 1
Algorithm 1 SLIC super pixel segmentation [14]
/*** Initialization ***/
Initialize cluster centers Ck = [lk, ak, bk, xk, yk]
T by sampling pixels at regular
grid steps S.
Move cluster centers to the lowest gradient position in a 3 × 3 neighborhood.
Set label l(i) = −1 for each pixel i.
Set distance d(i) =∞ for each pixel i.
/*** Assignment ***/
for each cluster center Ck do
for each pixel i in a 2S × 2S region around Ck do
Compute the distance D between Ck and i
if D < d(i) then
set d(i) = D
set l(i) = k
end if
end for
end for
/*** Update ***/
Compute new cluster centers.
Compute residual error E.
Until E ≤ threshold.
Comments: At the initiation stage, let K be the number of approximately
equally-sized superpixels that represent the cluster center throughout the vol-
ume, if we have an image with N pixels then the estimated size of each super-
pixel is NK pixels. For roughly equally sized super pixels there would be a super
pixel center at every grid interval S =
√
N
K , the centers are moved to seed po-
sitions corresponding to the lowest gradient position in a 3 × 3 neighborhood.
This is done to avoid centering a super pixel on an edge, and to reduce the
chance of seeding a super pixel with a noisy pixel. K super pixel cluster centers
Ck = [lk, ak, bk, xk, yk]
T for color images in CIELAB color space with k = [1,K]
was chosen at regular grid intervals S. Since the spatial extent of any super pixel
is approximately S2 (the approximate area of a super-pixel), we can safely as-
sume that pixels that are associated with this cluster center lie within a 2S × 2S
area around the super pixel center on the image, this becomes the search area
for the pixels nearest to each cluster center, now introducing D as a distance
measure will determine the nearest cluster center for each pixel. Once each pixel
has been associated with the nearest cluster center, an update step adjusts the
cluster centers to be the mean [l, a, b, x, y]T vector of all the pixels belonging to
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the cluster.The L2 norm is used to compute a residual error E between the new
cluster center locations and previous cluster center locations. The assignment
and update steps can be repeated iteratively until the error converges, then
a post-processing step enforces connectivity by re-assigning disjoint pixels to
nearby super pixels. Fig. 5 shows super pixels segmentation of image mdb023ll.
(taken from MIAS database; see Sec.2 for details).
Figure 5: Shows original image mdb023ll (left) and the super-pixels segmenta-
tion (right)
4.1 Watershed Transform.
The watershed algorithm was originally proposed by [15] and later improved
by [13]. The basic principle of watershed is as follow. Given an image f as
a topographic surface and define the catchment basins of f and the watershed
lines by means of a flooding process. Visualize that we pierce each minimum
of the topographic surface, and that we drop this surface into a lake of water
at a constant speed. The water entering through the holes floods the surface
during the flooding, two or more floods coming from different minima may
merge. We can avoid this event and we build a dam on the points of the
surface where the floods would merge. At the end of the process, only the dams
emerge partitioning the landscape into regions or basins separated by dams,
called watershed lines. Fig. 6 shows the concept of watershed segmentation.
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Figure 6: Shows the concept of watershed segmentation.
5.0 Conclusion
In this paper, a novel approach based on the fusion of super pixel and watershed
technique is proposed, First we grouped the pixels together to form super-pixels;
then detect and extract objects in the image using a marker base watershed
transform. We explored the advantages of super-pixel to strengthening space
information and successfully solved the intensity in-homogeneity problem.
We compared the proposed approach with segmentation obtained with mo-
ments based approach using the same set of image as experimental data and
the results also show good segmentation accuracy, however, we note that the
pectoral muscle is often misclassified as nodular or homogeneous tissue, which
indicates that eliminating the pectoral muscles from the mammogram is an im-
portant factor in density estimation so that breast analysis can be confined to
the breast region alone.
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Figure 7: proposed approach applied to different mammography image of all the
four BIRADS categories, the first column shows the original images,the second
column show the pre-process image, the third column after rough segmentation,
fourth column shows the image after applying the proposed method, fifth column
indicate the BIRADS class while the last column shows the average tissues
composition. Color coding is the same as used in Fig. 2.
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